Host Maryanne says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=THE LAUNCH OF THE USS ARTEMIS 9805.08=/\=/\=/\=

Lt_WhiteC says:
#:::Going about normal rounds of facilities ::

CSO_Vogas says:
::: He's reviewin the inventory  of the Scientific Equipement in the Science Labs ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::is in quarters getting unpacked and starts heading for the bridge::

CTac_Brad says:
::sitting at the Tactical station going over the ship specs::

CaptPyril says:
::sits in the Captain's Chair....fidgiting somewhat::

CEOLtRex says:
::Enters the Main Engineering of the USS Artemis::

FCO_Mikey says:
::on the Bridge, performing check on the impulse engines::

CEOLtRex says:
::looks around::

Host Maryanne says:
THE OFFICERS OF THE USS ARTEMIS GATHER TO COMPLETE FINAL SYSTEM CHECKS AT THE NESRUN FLEET YARDS.

Lt_WhiteC says:
#:::Boards the Artemis..checking on progress ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: check Sensors efficiency.. ::

FCO_Mikey says:
CO: Something wrong with the chair Sir?

OPS_Jacob says:
::TL opens and I walk onto the bridge::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: is on the bridge::

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Captain..  I have the standard 5 man security teams in place around both computer cores..  teams are also enroute to Main Engineering and here

Lt_WhiteC says:
:::Sees CO in Big Chair ::

CEOLtRex says:
::Getting systems status from a counsole::

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  I miss my old one from the Orion...::said with a small smile::

OPS_Jacob says:
::has to look around for the OPS controls but finds it and sits down:: this is a comfy chair

Lt_WhiteC says:
CO: We should be loading the rest of your ammunition store sometime later tonight

CaptPyril says:
::notices White enter the bridge::

FCO_Mikey says:
CO: Why didn't you bring it with you Sir? ::smirks::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: raise a eyebrow at Captain's affirmation.. think: " Bajoran. are really emotionnall.. fascinating "::

OPS_Jacob says:
::checking power supply to all the systems::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: See Lt_WhiteC ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: go back to monitoring Sensors Efficiency ::

CTac_Brad says:
::looks up as the 5-man security team reports to the bridge and assumes standard guard positions & recieves the report from the team arriving in ME::

CaptPyril says:
White:  we aren't in a tremndous hurry Lieutenant.....

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Captain, all 4 teams are in place

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Excellent...have them report in every five minutes...

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Yes sir..  ::sends the orders to his teams::

Lt_WhiteC says:
CO: That is good as the craddles are not yet fitted for all of the Torpedoes

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: sir.. LRS are working at 99,5%.. do you want me to upgrade their status ?

CaptPyril says:
::raises an eyebrow::  White:  I understood the standard  Quantum loads were aboard.......are you loading Tri-Cobalt Weapons?

CEOLtRex says:
::Checks power units::

Lt_WhiteC says:
:::nods to Co and makes way off the ship and down to the Fleetyards Proper ::

CTac_Brad says:
::looks up as he hears the weapons talk::

CEOLtRex says:
::looking over warp core::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: remember what Tri-Cobalt torpedoes is.. fascinating weapon.. ::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  I dont anticipate we will need them......get them up and running as soon as you can....

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir.. :: begin to check SRS ::

FCO_Mikey says:
::finishing diagnositics on the propulsion system::

CaptPyril says:
::reads the latest reports from Starfleet.....hmmm....the Callisto was lost....as was the Griffon...""

CaptPyril says:
::lets out a small sigh....his first assignment destroyed::

CEOLtRex says:
::Looking at the read out from Warp Core::

CTac_Brad says:
::runs a diagnostic on the tactical systems::

FCO_Mikey says:
*CEO*: I have a slight power spike in the port impulse engine, can you take a look at it?

CEOLtRex says:
::runs standard diagnostic over propulsion system::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Doing manuel overwrite of all command codes and change them to new standard ::

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: I suggest we lock out weapons and shields with an encrypted code only accessable through the bridge.

Lt_WhiteC says:
:::Makes way through the yards and stops and talks with a fellow worker ::

CEOLtRex says:
*FCO*: Running Standard diagnostic now

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: TARGETING SYSTEMS SUDDENLY GO OFFLINE

Lt_WhiteC says:
#:::Makes way to the Defensive grid control house ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check Internal sensor to see if the notice something ::

CTac_Brad says:
::wonderful::  *CEO*  Chief, my targeting systems just went offline..  can you take a look at it?

FCO_Mikey says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Lock down your systems.....change the current codes again.

Host Maryanne says:
A CODED MESSAGE IS SENT THROUGHOUT THE STATION

CEOLtRex says:
*CTO*: Aye

FCO_Mikey says:
CO: I don't reccomend that, if the Bridge is.... disabled, we would be left defenseless

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Speaking of which, what is the Ship's status?

OPS_Jacob says:
::locks down and changes all my codes:: CO: Shields and Weapons as well?

CEOLtRex says:
::walks over to another console::

Lt_WhiteC says:
#:::Pulls weapon and takes over control of Defensive Grid control house ::

Host Maryanne says:
60 STORM OPERATIVES SUBDUE THE STATION CREW AND CONVERGE ON THE DEFENSIVE GRID.

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  I undertstand the precautions....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Don't seem to find anything unusual in the internal sensors.. ::

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: the Targeting sysytms are offline

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Have engineering get on it....

CTac_Brad says:
::completes tactical check::

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: The targeting systems are... stuck

Host Maryanne says:
A MESSAGE IS RECEIVED ON THE ARTEMIS..IT IS MORSE CODE…AN S.O.S. FROM ENSIGN TYLER, AN ENGINEER HIDING NEAR THE DEFENSIVE GRID.

CaptPyril says:
::leans forward in the chair.....::  *CEO* Get them unstuck Lieutenant.....

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: Already on it sir

CTac_Brad says:
::stuck..  i hope my manual targeting skills are as good as they used to be::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Pick up morse code.. quickly traduct it... :: CO: Sir.. someone is in difficulty near the Defensive Grid..

CEOLtRex says:
::Gathers some crew and made a plan::

CaptPyril says:
::good response.....hope Rex sticks around::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  What do you make of it?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: It's seem to be a basic SOS.. old human morse code..

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  They have the slats for the rest of our torpedoes ready early?

CEOLtRex says:
::Getting them fix bit by bit::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: I don't know sir..

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  S.O.S.?

CTac_Brad says:
::SOS, not good::  CO:  Captain, I reccamend we upgrade to Security Alert Beta

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Save our Soul I believe..

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Anything on sensors?

OPS_Jacob says:
::scans the space station wondering why they would be forced to use morse code::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check Internal Sensors::

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Do it......

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Yes sir..

Host Ens_Tyler says:
*Artemis* do you read?

FCO_Mikey says:
Vogas: Are the station's comm systems damaged?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. The only sensor working at the Internal Sensor and the LRS.. the Short range sensors are not fully operationnal..

CEOLtRex says:
::Keeps redirecting circuit to unstuck the system::

CTac_Brad says:
*Tactical*  This is the CTAC officer..  We are going to Security Alert Beta..  Proceed to your assigned stations & arm yourselves.

Host Ens_Tyler says:
::sent in morse code::

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: I can't tell without the SRS ..I'm gonna link the connection with the Station Internal sensors..:: check Station internal sensors ::

FCO_Mikey says:
Vogas: good idea....

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Captain, security confirms we're at Beta alert..  Should we go to full Yellow Alert status?

CEOLtRex says:
::Going around the circuit::

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: you never told me if you want me to lock out the shields and weapons... you just said my station...

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Not yet......lets not raise suspicion on the station......as far as they know, we're putting things together down here

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  ::nods::  A logical decision Captain

FCO_Mikey says:
CO: Captain, I know this may be premature, but I suggest we prepare an Away Team, just in case...

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  No....we might need them....::w::  from the sound of things.

Host Ens_Tyler says:
#::sends code:: The station has been overrun by operatives of the Storm, they have taken over the power grid.

CTac_Brad says:
::double checks the weapons and shielding systems::

Lt_WhiteC says:
#<Commander Paul Lefial> COMM*Artemis* Join the Storm.. or
suffer, We are representatives of the Gathering Storm...join us or else...

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Can you make any sense of that.....
::hears the incoming transmission::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. last morse code informed us that the station was being overtake by Storm agents..

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: no... to where we on the bridge can use them but they cannot be deactivated through engineering... or anywhere else but the bridge

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Do you have transporters?

CTac_Brad says:
::checks::  CO:  Negative sir

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: I believe the Storm next target will most logically be the Ship..

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir I recommand we leave the Station immediatly..

CaptPyril says:
Vogas:  they won't storm it.....they want her in one piece...

Lt_WhiteC says:
:::Makes sure that they way is cleared for the USS Boston and Khirgiz :::

CaptPyril says:
Vogas:  And get cut down.....

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Does the shipyard have any empty storage units or warehouses?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. it will be easy for them to beam aboard more agent if we can't activate the Defensive Grid..

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  I recieved a message from my friend on the Delphyne..  they targetting ME there..  shall I stregthen the team there?

CTac_Brad says:
::scans the shipyard::

Lt_WhiteC says:
:::Checks status light on docking clamps on all vessels that are space worthy ::

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Agreed...

CSO_Vogas says:
:: try to think of a solution ::

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Disengage docking collars......lets float here...

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir..  ::sends 2 more teams to ME::

CSO_Vogas says:
CTAC: CAn you activate the ship shield ?

FCO_Mikey says:
CO: I'm trying Sir....  the clamps are still engaged....

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Affirmative Captain..  they have 2 empty storage units, and 1 warehouse

Host Ens_Tyler says:
ACTION: THE STORM HAS JAMMED THE DOCKING CLAMPS

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Belay that order...

Lt_WhiteC says:
#:::RUns dianostic on Docking clamps and is assured that read out are correct ::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir .. I recommand manuel ejection of the Docking Clamps..

CTac_Brad says:
CSO:  Affirmative Mr. Vogas..

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Send a team over to the station...you lead it.......I have a plan....

FCO_Mikey says:
CO:  I can take an EVA suit and disable the clamps manually Sir, if you think that is neccesary...

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir..  standard tactical team?

CEOLtRex says:
::Reroutes power to targeting systems::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. do you wish me to prepare for manuel ejection of the docking clambs.. in case of emergency ?

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Yes.....what we need, is access to the stations Transporter grid...

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Do it....just in case...

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  If you need it, you shall have it Captain

Lt_WhiteC says:
#<Commander Paul Lefial> ::Oreders memebers to finish pacification of base and see about the ships with crew aboard them ::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir.. :: Prepare programm for manel ejection.. ready to activate at ta touch of a button.. ::

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  We get that, we can beam the Storm members from their spots...nad put them somewhere.....safe.....like...::leans over his shoudler at the Station diagram::

CTac_Brad says:
::turns his station over to a replacement::

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: Shall I prepare a shuttle Sir?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. Should I lock the Ship Access tunnel from the station to the ship in case they try to get in ?

CTac_Brad says:
*Tac*  Tactical teams Delta and Gamma meet me in shuttle bay 1

CTac_Brad says:
FCO:  Please do Mr. Mikey..  a nice fast one if possible

Lt_WhiteC says:
<Storm Trooper > watches with fellows the Hatch from the Artemis ::

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: Will do Sir....

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Seal it....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: seal the Hatch ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Sealing access to the Artemis ::

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Anything else Captain?

Lt_WhiteC says:
<Storm Trooper > :::notes the hatch being sealed and calls in the4 info back to HQ ::

FCO_Mikey says:
::goes down to the main shuttlebay::

CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Good luck Lieutenant......you'll need it......

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Change the command code to the Hatch.. ::

CTac_Brad says:
CO:  Thank you sir..  ::salutes and then exits the bridge for shuttle bay 1::

CEOLtRex says:
::See that the targeting system was jam by a certain code::

CaptPyril says:
:;sits down::  OPS:  Can you patch me into the Station comm frequency?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: no way to open it except for the bridge.. even manual overwrite wouldn't work ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::attemps opening comm::

CTac_Brad says:
::arrives in SB 1 and goes over to his team::

Lt_WhiteC says:
#<Storm Trooper > ::he and his mates are ordered to gain access by menas of the service hatch to shuttle bay ...begins climbing ::

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: Comm open

FCO_Mikey says:
::prepares a shuttle::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I might be able to ventilate a nautious gas into the Station Ventilation system.. those link are still active.. should I try it ?

CTac_Brad says:
*FCO*  Mr. Mikey, which shuttle are we to use?

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: Sir, the targeting system was jam by someone, it'll take one hour to clear it out

Lt_WhiteC says:
#<Storm Trooper > :: Cycles access open and climbs in ::

CaptPyril says:
*Storm Units*  Spare me the sanctimonious speech........I won't dare turn my back on the Federation and Starfleet...the one hope for peace in the war.....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check to see if there is any working computer links left with the station ::

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: I've got my eyes on this nice Type 8 shuttle....

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: can we fire low power phasers at the clamps?

Lt_WhiteC says:
#<Commander Paul Lefial> COMM*Artemis* Captain , I am sad that you feel that way ..you will be safely interred

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  You have 10 minutes

CTac_Brad says:
*FCO*  Works for me..  who will be piloting it?

CaptPyril says:
*Lefial*  Over my dead body.....you traitorous bastards  ::motions for OPS to close the channel""

OPS_Jacob says:
::closes channel::

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: On it.....

Lt_WhiteC says:
<storm Trooper>::: leads his men into and throught the JTs ::

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: I will Sir ::grins::

CaptPyril says:
Bridge crew:  Arm yourselves....

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: aye sir..

CTac_Brad says:
FCO:  Alright then..  ::motions for his team to arm themselves and board::  Are you ready?

CaptPyril says:
::heads over to the bridge armory, drawing a type II phaser for himself....setting it to dtun::

OPS_Jacob says:
::gets a phaser::

CEOLtRex says:
::Tries to override and override and override and short circuit.....::

CaptPyril says:
::sits down at TAC, noticing the silent intruder alarms::

Lt_WhiteC says:
<Storm Trooper >:::Spots crew in shuttle bay and leads his men out firing ::

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: Ready.... ::begins pre-launch sequence::

CaptPyril says:
::fingers fly over the console::

CEOLtRex says:
::Tries to short circuit, break circuit, open circuit, short circuit again::

CTac_Brad says:
::what the?::  ::whips out his phaser rolling behind the shuttle::

CEOLtRex says:
::Still trying to fix the targetting system::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: pick up phasers, try to access secondary station system.. accessing light intensity system ::

CTac_Brad says:
*CO*  Captain, Intruder alert, shuttle bay 1..

CaptPyril says:
::notices intruders in the Shuttlebay::  *CTAC*  Get your men aboard the shuttle's lieutenant....

CaptPyril says:
::seals all exits from the shuttlebay::

CTac_Brad says:
::fires off a shot and dives into the shuttle::

CTac_Brad says:
FCO:  Get us out of here now!

Lt_WhiteC says:
<storm t5roopers >:: Take cover and fire at crew in shuttle bay :::

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: I think since they have us in a... neck hold... we should lock out key systems from everywhere but the bridge... we will still be able to fire weapons...

CTac_Brad says:
*CO*  Done Captain..  just waiting for our pilot now..

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  I have them contained in ShuttleBay 1.......

FCO_Mikey says:
::rushes through the launch sequence::

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  I am preparing to open Shuttlebay doors...

CTac_Brad says:
*CO*  Captain..  we are all in..  you can gas the shuttle bay if you need to

FCO_Mikey says:
*CO*: Captain, hurry up with those doors Sir!!  This is going to be close......

CaptPyril says:
::forget Gas.........gonna blow the guys into deep space::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I might be able to render them blind by increasing the light intensity in the shuttle bay by 100% sir..

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Over ride bay sensors and prepair to drop the atmosphereic shield

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: aye sir..

CTac_Brad says:
::grabs a phaser rifle and goes up to the FCO:  FCO:  What are we waiting on?

Lt_WhiteC says:
<Storm Trooper > :::Hears the convo and takes a firm hold ::

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Open shuttle bay doors...

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: For the doors to open!  Or I can just blast my way through....

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I have a better idea.. :: change light intensity in the Shuttle bay to 200% over  the normal limit ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::opens shuttle bay doors::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Follow my orders Ensign....

CTac_Brad says:
::nods and sees the doors start to open::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE STORM OPERATIVES ARE SUCKED INTO NEARBY SPACE

FCO_Mikey says:
::exits the SB::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: the Ops officer seem to be already working on the atmospheric system...

Lt_WhiteC says:
<ST> Ahhhhhhhhhhhh...

CTac_Brad says:
::watches the storm operatives blow out into space::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  And by raising the candella in the shuttlebay, you risk blinding our own team...

CEOLtRex says:
::Continuiously fixing the targetting system::

CTac_Brad says:
*CO*  I am impressed Captain..  that was illogical..  but effective..

CTac_Brad says:
FCO:  Alright, let's find us a nice place to board the station..  near the transporters

Lt_WhiteC says:
#:::notes explosive decompression and emmission oif the group and sends more men after them ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Quickly reactivate the shuttle bay atmospheric system.. ::

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  Logis has nothing to do with this....this is war...

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: sir.. but It would have been more easy for our other officers to take over after it..

CSO_Vogas says:
:: reseal the ship hatch ::

CTac_Brad says:
*CSO*  Mr. Vogas..  what will I be encountering around the transporter systems, and where is the closest landing space?

Lt_WhiteC says:
#::Prepares a nasty surprise in case they try to launch a shuttle ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::closes shuttle bay doors::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  I am not interested in what you thought Ensign....you follow my orders, or relieve yourself from duty...

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: Aye sir...  ::scanning for possible locations::

CSO_Vogas says:
*Ctac*: Station sensor are picking up 8 storm officers near the Transporters.. CO: Aye sir..

Lt_WhiteC says:
#:::Sets Defensive grid to not allow the shuttle to be recognized as a freindly ::

CTac_Brad says:
*CSO*  Acknowledged..

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: REPAIRS ON THE TRANSPORTERS ARE NOW COMPLETE

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: That looks like a good spot Sir....

CSO_Vogas says:
*Ctac*: I might be able to blind them too so that you will have a easier fight.. sir..

CTac_Brad says:
*CO*  Captain, we're going to comm silence..  they appear to have tapping into our comms

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  Artemis out

FCO_Mikey says:
::sees the defensive grid activate and tries to evade the fire::

CEOLtRex says:
::Reconnecting the targetting systems::

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  Do we now have transporters?

CTac_Brad says:
FCO:  Nah..  we're using transporters

Lt_WhiteC says:
#:::Watches as Automated defensive systems start to target the shuttle :::

CTac_Brad says:
::motions for his team to get ready, and then arms himself::

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: Yes sir, the targetting systems are almost there

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: Shall I stay here, or am I going with you?

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: Also

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE AUTOMATED DECENSICE SYSTEMS START TO TARGET THE SHUTTLE

CTac_Brad says:
FCO:  You should stay..  your going to be busy piloting..

CaptPyril says:
::smiles::  OPS:  Can you get a lock on all armed individuals on the Shipyard....excluding our shuttlecraft?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: USe the computer link to the station to deactivate the station automatic defensive system.. ::

FCO_Mikey says:
Mitchell: Yeah, especially with that defensive grid targeting us!!

CTac_Brad says:
::initiates shuttle transporters to beam them around the lifeforms near the shipyard transporters::

OPS_Jacob says:
::gets a lock on everything with arms :) ::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: TRANSPORT TAKE PLACE

Lt_WhiteC says:
:::Materializes :::

CTac_Brad says:
::materializes behind an armed storm member, and renders him unconscious with the VNP:

FCO_Mikey says:
::as soon as the team transports, he raises shields::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I mnage to deactivate the station Auto.Defensive system ...

CTac_Brad says:
TT:  Get the transporters under our control!

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: The shuttle shouldn't encounter any problem now..

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Understood...see if you can deactivate the docking collar....

FCO_Mikey says:
::trying to evade the station fire::

CTac_Brad says:
::starts moving towards the transporter controls, stunning another strom member enroute::

CaptPyril says:
::returns to his chair, slaving TAC to his chair::

Lt_WhiteC says:
:::Riases phaser and fires intothe bulk oif those he sees before him ::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE TATICAL TEAMS SUBDUE ALL STORM OPERATIVES ONBOAD THE STATION.....

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir.. it's the logical next step.. :: Use the computer link to deactivate the docking collar ::

CTac_Brad says:
@::reaches the transporter controls::  *CO*  Captain, we have succeeded..  all storm operatives in the area are either stunned or captured

Lt_WhiteC says:
:::Makes way oput of oine compartment and runs into a JT ::

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  Very well....get the yard defensive systems up and running...

Host Maryanne says:
THE LONG RANGE SENSORS DETECT THE USS KIRGHIZ AND USS BOSTON HEADING FOR THE FLEET YARDS

CSO_Vogas says:
:: hear Brad over the com ::

CTac_Brad says:
*CO*  Aye sir

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: Captain, Targetting systems are online

CTac_Brad says:
@::motions for delta team to follow him to OPS::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. The Kirghiz and the Boston are heading toward us.. and I think it's logical to assume that they are on the Storm side..

CaptPyril says:
Helm:  detach docking collars.....

FCO_Mikey says:
*Mitchell*: Uh, sir?  Can you shut down the defensive grid?!  ::continues evasive maneuvers::

CaptPyril says:
::thinks:: Uh...nothing gets by Vogas..

CTac_Brad says:
@*FCO*  Enroute there now

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Slave helm to your station....

CSO_Vogas says:
*CtaC*: I will regive you access to the Station Defensive system..  so you might be able to lock on the incomming ship..

FCO_Mikey says:
::is barely missed by a phaser burst::

CTac_Brad says:
@::arrives at OPS, and takes control of the defensive grid, while freeing the bridge crew::

FCO_Mikey says:
::has an idea::

CEOLtRex says:
*CO/CTac*: Targetting systems online......

CTac_Brad says:
@*CO*  captain, I'm at the defense grid now..

CSO_Vogas says:
:: regive the Station Control over the defensive system ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::reroutes helm to my control::

CaptPyril says:
*C EO*  Excellent.....have all damage controls teams ready

FCO_Mikey says:
::uses modified tractor beam to confuse the weapons::

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: Already standing by......

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: sir.. the ship is ready to leave the Station..

CaptPyril ::keys Red Alert:: (Alert.wav)

Lt_WhiteC says:
::Working frantically to disable key weapons systems ::

CaptPyril says:
::notices an intruder....how did he get there....beams him out into space::

CEOLtRex says:
::Watches as 2 engineers run::

CaptPyril  (Transporter.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check the incomming ships ::

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Hail the Incoming ships.....

CTac_Brad says:
*CO*  Captain, shall I return to the Artemis now?

OPS_Jacob says:
::hails ships::

Host Maryanne says:
<Intruder>: struggles........dies

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: The 2 ship will be in weapon range in 1 mins 22 seconds..

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  Get the stations weapons online...and prepare to fire

CEOLtRex says:
::Checking all the power distribution units::

CSO_Vogas says:
*Ctac*: You can use the Station automatic defensive system..

CaptPyril says:
*Storm Ships*  This is the Federation Warship USS Artemis....surrendor or be destroyed.....

CTac_Brad says:
*CO*  Aye sir..  although, may I suggest leaving them offline until they are needed?  That way, the storm ships will thing they are inoperative from our attack

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE TWO STORM SHIPS APPROACH, SHIELDS UP AND WEAPONS ARMED

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: NO REPLY

CaptPyril says:
::brings Phasers online.....targets the lead ship::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: BOTH SHIPS OPEN FIRE ON THE ARTEMIS

CTac_Brad says:
::prepares the ship tactical systems::

Capt_Nasg says:
$COM*Artemis* Au Contriare , it is you who should come over to our side..we know that your ship ius not fuly operational Captain

CaptPyril says:
*Storm*  Try me.....::motions for OPS to close the channel::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Feel Rumble:: Co: Sir we might be able to disable them if we use the command codes of their ship..

CaptPyril says:
::evasive manuvers initiated::

CTac_Brad says:
::gets a lock on the lead enemy ship, but doesn't fire::

CEOLtRex says:
::Checks on deflector dish::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  If they havent changed them...then they are far less the adversary I hoped...

Capt_Nasg $:::Orders ship toopen fire with all weapons ::: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

OPS_Jacob says:
::closes channel::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION THE KIRGHIZ BREAKS OFF AND COMES AROUND, FIREING

CaptPyril says:
::brings deflector array online:::

CEOLtRex says:
::Runs standard diagnostic on propulsion again::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir they're doing the Clam manoueuver..

CEOLtRex says:
::seems working::

CaptPyril ::targets the Kirghiz warp nacelles and fires:: (ShipPhasers.wav)

CTac_Brad says:
@::locks onto the ship breaking off and fires all weapons at it::

OPS_Jacob says:
::preps to reroute more power to any system that needs it::

Capt_Nasg $::Orders full volley again :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check the Artemis Status.. seem to beholding ::

CEOLtRex says:
::watches as power drops due to deflector array::

CaptPyril says:
::is glad this ship is nimble::  OPS:  Reroute all unnessecary systems to the deflector array....

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE KIRGHIZ ROCKS FROM THE IMPACT

OPS_Jacob says:
::reroutes poer to DD::

Capt_Nasg says:
$:::Orders ship placed between the Artemis and Kirghiz ::

Capt_Nasg $:::Fires again :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTac_Brad says:
@::keeps up continious fire with the stations weapons::

CaptPyril says:
::comes around, noticing the torpedo launchers are now online::  *Storm*  This is your last chance....::keys the lock for a full Quantum spread::

CTac_Brad  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE USS BOSTON IS SERIOUSLY HIT, THEIR SHIELDS ARE FAILING

CEOLtRex says:
::turns off replicators::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. the Uss Boston shield are failling..

CaptPyril says:
::targets the Boston::   CSO:  I am on it......

OPS_Jacob says:
Do we have Tri-Cobalt weapons onboard

Capt_Nasg says:
COMM*Artemis * Never !!

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir..

CTac_Brad @::targets the Boston and fires all weapons:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Capt_Nasg ::Fires again ::: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CaptPyril ::fires full Quantum spread at the Boston:: (Torpedo.wav)

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: BOTH SHIPS SHUDDER FROM THE IMPACT OF MAY TORPEDOES

CTac_Brad says:
::take that you traitors::

Capt_Nasg $:::Fires yet again :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: I think we should drop the deflector array.... just to be safe

CSO_Vogas says:
:: feel rumble, hurt himself over  console.. ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::scans all storm ships for the heck of it::

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  How is the array holding up?  ::plots a quick exasive manuvers::

CTac_Brad @::fires full phaser barrage at the Boston:: (Pulse Phasers.wav)

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  Give me all you've got Lieutenant..no time to play it safe...

Capt_Nasg $:::Fires yet again ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: Aiight

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: ships resources are droping.. I suggest we take the array offline...

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION THE KIRGHIZ COME UP FROM UNDER THE ARTEMIS, FIRES A FULL SPREAD  OF TORPEDOES

CaptPyril says:
*CEO* I need more power!

CTac_Brad @::spots the Kirghiz and fires all weapons:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. the Uss Boston is seriously Damage.. there is a warp core breach in progress..

Capt_Nasg $:::Fires a new weapon ::  (Verteron Beam.wav)

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: I'm gonna lower life supports to 90%, I need your permission

CaptPyril says:
::executes a barrel roll, then peels about::  CSO:  Understood....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: check the Kirghiz ::

CTac_Brad @::seeing the status of the Boston, fires full phasers to finish her off:: (Pulse Phasers.wav)

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  Seal off all unused decks and do it.  ::thank the prophets we dont have a full compliment yet::

CEOLtRex says:
::Turns off some lights::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE USS BOSTON EXPLODES

Capt_Nasg $:::Fires yet again :: (Deflector Dish Fire!.wav)

CEOLtRex says:
*CO*: Sealing

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: The  Kirghiz shield are at 34% and dropping.. most system are damage..

CTac_Brad @::trains phasers on the Kirghiz and fires:: (Pulse Phasers.wav)

CEOLtRex says:
::Lowering Life support system::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE USS KIGHIZ ROCKS....

CaptPyril says:
*Storm Ships*  Its down to you and me.....this is your last chance...surrendor or be destroyed....personally....I dont care one way...or the other...

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Feel is green blood sliding on his face ::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: IMCOMING HAIL FROM THE KIRGHIZ

CTac_Brad @::ups power weapons and fires a full barrage:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. They're hailing us..

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  On screen....

OPS_Jacob says:
::On screen::

CEOLtRex says:
::Looking for more power::

CTac_Brad says:
@::keeps his weapons lock on the Kirghiz, but refrains from firing::

Host CO_Steame says:
::stands, leaning on the command chair::

CTac_Brad says:
@::sending more power to the weapons while waiting::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: check to see what the Kirghiz is doing.. ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::reroutes power from EMS pwer grid to anywhere CEO needs it::

CaptPyril says:
::targets the Kirzhiz's bridge with the next phaser blast::  *Kirghiz*  Surrendor Captain......or be destroyed.

OPS_Jacob says:
*CEO* instead of taking power from other systems first... take it from the EMS power grid

CTac_Brad says:
@::modified his lock to the bridge of the Kirghiz::

Host CO_Steame says:
#COM*Artemis* we surrender, stop your attack.....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Wonder why the captain is using this deloyal manoeuver.. ::

CEOLtRex says:
*OPS*: Don't you think I already did?

CaptPyril says:
*Kirghiz*  Lower your shields...your weapons...and consider yourselves under arrest....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Raise a eyebrow as the Krighiz is surrendering ::

CSO_Vogas says:
Pyril: Apparently sir.. they did underestimated us..

Host CO_Steame says:
#COM*Artemis* acknowledged, Artemis....lowering shields and weapons.

OPS_Jacob says:
*CEO* no because you didn't :)

CEOLtRex says:
<Private Comm>*CO*: Can we drop the array now?

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  Are your teams in position?

CTac_Brad says:
@::wonders what is going on with the hail between ships::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: They have lowered their shield and weapons..

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  Yes

CTac_Brad says:
@*CO*  Affirmative sir..  I can have 5 teams anywhere you want them within 1 minute 10 seconds from your order

CEOLtRex says:
::Notice OPS blew up his spot of putting the ship on the safe side::

Host CO_Steame says:
#::lowers sheilds and all weapons go off line, com's the crew to stand down::

CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  Have your teams assemble at docking bay one....

CEOLtRex says:
::shuts power to deflectors and restores power::

CTac_Brad says:
@*CO*  Aye sir..

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Should we tractor them to the Station sir.. ?

CaptPyril says:
*Kirghiz*  Come about and dock at Bay 1 at the station....any deviation from this course...and you will be destroyed.

CaptPyril says:
::motions for OPS to close the channel::

CTac_Brad says:
::orders his teams to follow him to the docking bay, leaving 2 people manning the tactical systems, just in case

OPS_Jacob says:
::closes channel::

Host CO_Steame says:
#Com *Artemis* Acknowledged, Captain....we are on our way....we will not deviate.

CSO_Vogas says:
:: find the captain affirmation to be a little  bite erratic but appropriate ::

CTac_Brad says:
@::arrives in the docking bay, and motions for his team to fan out::

Host CO_Steame says:
ACTION: THE USS KIRGHIZ DOCKS AT BAY ONE AND POWERS DOWN ALL SYSTEMS

CaptPyril says:
::stands, adjusting his tunic::  OPS:  Notify Starfleet command of the precceding events.....

CTac_Brad says:
@*CO*  Captain, my teams are in position and we have the ship covered

CSO_Vogas says:
:: checks the Artemis Status ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::sends a message to SC containing all the events that happened::

CEOLtRex says:
::leaves Main Engineering::

CaptPyril says:
::walks over to the CSO::
CSO: ::w:: Ensign...you question my orders one more time....and you are off my ship....understood?

CSO_Vogas says:
: he will have to rework on the LRS ::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Quetionning you're order sir ?

Host CO_Steame says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=END MISSION=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
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